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Ode for St Cecilia’s Day

George Frideric Handel is often most celebrated for the ways in which
he uses music to serve broader ends: dramatic atmosphere, narrative and continuity; human character and its development across time; sublime thoughts from
religious teaching and ancient history; the skills and quirks of individual singers.
Yet, there are several ways in which he also explores the sheer glory of musical
sound and experience, as if his skills as performer and improvisor are joyfully
shared with other musicians and the audience. This is no more evident than in
his interest in creating celebrations in honour of St Cecilia during the late 1730s.
First, he composed the ode Alexander’s Feast for an event that also contained
an Italian cantata on the same topic and some instrumental music specifically
designed to show off the mythological power of certain instruments. Then, in
1739, he compiled a programme for St Cecilia’s Day, 22 November, which involved
a repetition of Alexander’s Feast, several concertos and the newly composed Song
for St Cecilia’s Day.
2

This new work (commonly renamed as the Ode for St Cecilia’s Day)
clearly took some of its inspiration from the types of pieces that Purcell had
written for the regular Cecilian celebrations in London during the last decades of the previous seventeenth century. Most important among these was
Purcell’s Hail! Bright Cecilia (1692), which is particularly successful in cultivating the characters of each individual instrument, or instrumental family, in turn.
It is therefore not surprising that Handel took as his text John Dryden’s Song
for St Cecilia’s Day from 1687 and therefore enters very much the same literary
world as Purcell. Dryden’s conception of music clearly owes much to the view,
enduring from the Middle Ages, of music as representing the harmony of all creation, the direct analogue of the cosmos itself. It is not difficult to find passages in
the Bible that imply that God uses cosmic harmony to create order and proportion
out of chaos; then there is the story of Jubal enabling the sound of the creator to
emerge from his corded shell, something which has commonly stood as one of the
justifications for music; and finally, the trumpet heralds the final day in Revelation,
so that music plays a seminal role in both dissolving the old order and in creating
the new world to come. This biblical backbone is supported by the Greco-Roman
world of Orpheus and by the later mytho-logy of St Cecilia, complete with her
ability to charm all creation through her organ playing and – according to the last
recitative – causing an angel to mistake earth for heaven.
Although the relation of music to human emotions is evident in the
Bible (as in Miriam’s song of praise and joy after the Exodus or David’s calming of
Saul through music), the affective power of music enjoyed a very special status
during the seventeenth century. Virtually every stanza of Dryden’s poem relates
to the specific mood created by each instrument. One can almost sense that this
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comes from an age when debate and empirical testing of all assumptions became
vitally important: did music have any effect on the human constitution whatever? If so, does music have the facility to stimulate and control the emotions of
individual humans? It is easy to sense early modern science in Dryden’s poetry
(‘When Nature underneath a heap of jarring atoms lay’). This was the golden age
of ‘natural theology’ when the Bible, ancient history and science enjoyed a prosperous relationship together and when, for a composer like Handel, music could
command prestige at a variety of levels, from its traditional role as our basis in
cosmic harmony, and towards its more recent association with the human disposition in the here and now.
Handel seems to fashion his own sort of order out of a pre-existing
one, with his brilliant reworking of a keyboard sonata by Gottlieb Muffat for the
first Accompagnato (‘When Nature’). We first hear the details of the ‘atomic’
structure of matter underlying the tenor’s narration of nature awaiting the creator’s voice, which then calls all to attention and establishes clear-cut phrases and
animated gestures. This is immediately complemented by the first Chorus, which
establishes ‘harmony’ – literally – through the most euphonious chords Handel
could muster. Likewise, we hear the whole gamut of notes in succession ‘through
all the compass of the notes it ran’, with the violins covering twice the number of
notes at twice the speed, in the opposite direction. The opening tableau therefore
establishes the connection of harmony with creation not just through imitating
the text, but by actually doing what the text proclaims.
After this most musical of creations Handel introduces us to each
instrument in turn: the cello, representing Jubal’s corded shell, which commands
our various passions as if it were the sounds of the celestial heights; the trumpet,
4
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which inspires us to warlike passions, and to charge the enemy without thought or fear; the flute, which ‘discovers the woes of hopeless
lovers’, accompanied by the lute, which ‘whispers’ the lovers’ dirge; the violins
representing the jealousy, despair, fury and ‘frantic indignation’ felt for the ‘fair
disdainful dame’. In pride of place comes Handel’s own instrument, the organ,
representing Cecilia’s power. In many ways this is the corollary of the first soprano
Aria, so that Jubal’s achievement is matched, if not bettered, by Cecilia’s organ
playing, which directly joins the sounds of earth to those of the heavenly choirs.
A final Aria is slipped in, a curtailed hornpipe that vigorously exploits the notion
of Orpheus leading both animals and trees, all being ‘sequacious’ of his lyre. But
all this worldly activity is interrupted when Cecilia’s organ catches the attention
of the angel. In a closing tableau, matching the opening one of creation, we hear
of the crumbling of existing order, the trumpet’s call and, finally, the extensive
closing Chorus in which music ‘untunes’ the sky and points towards the ultimate
resurrection of the dead in the world to come.
This Ode contains some of Handel’s most striking vocal lines, displayed with a compactness that allows the individual instruments also to shine.
The tenor part (originally sung by John Beard) is characterized by its vigorous
portrayal of the (harmonic) creation, the warlike qualities of trumpet and drum,
together almost irresistibly pulling the chorus along into battle, and by the
agile dialogue with violins. The soprano part (originally for Élisabeth Duparc),
perhaps through its association with Cecilia’s own voice, has the most lyrical
and enchanting music. But, in complementing the tenor’s warlike connections,
it is the soprano who most thrillingly presents the final section and seems,
literally, to call the trumpet to attention.
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Although, in common with the vast majority of Handel’s vocal works,
we do not have the original performing parts, the autograph score and the
copy by John Christopher Smith the elder provide us with some rich instrumental detail, particularly in the way the chordal instruments are deployed.
The cello solo represents one of the most sublime obbligati for the instrument,
exploiting the layout of strings almost like the registers of a voice, and allowing
the player to add a final finish to the music with the closing cadenza. Similar
opportunities for improvised cadences are given to the flute and the organ. The
flute is beautifully offset by the lute accompaniment, which allows us to hear every
detail of the tonguing, again suggesting a level of vocality that almost implies an
animate being. The organ is presented not as an overwhelming force (as it might
have been in Germany and France at this time) but, in line with the more modest
scale of English organs, as a noble purveyor of harmony, its ‘diapason’ representing the rich harmonic colour of fundamental sound, as seeded in the text of the
first Chorus.
We know that on 22 November 1739 several concertos were also performed (two were advertised in the press at the time), in addition to Alexander’s
Feast. This would have included at least one organ concerto, but the Op. 6 collection of ‘Grand Concertos’ (published the following year) was almost certainly
employed too. No. 5 already makes an appearance, as the bulk of the Overture
for the Ode for St Cecilia’s Day. The Overture begins with a stately slower section
in triple time (giving an extra swing to the ‘French’ overture style, which was normally in duple time), followed by a virtuoso fugal movement. Handel misses out
the central movements of the Concerto and then presents a simpler version of
the Minuet, as published in the 1740 collection. The autograph for the Ode actually provides a ‘minore’ Minuet before the main one (partially deleted); this is not
6
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often performed in connection with performances of the Ode. It is not clear what
Handel did in November 1739, but it is certainly possible that the two Minuets
were performed together, with the major one repeated, according to common
practice.
Given that so much of the Ode for St Cecilia’s Day is essentially music
about music, it seems appropriate to choose Op. 6 No. 4 as a possible partner
concerto. This is one of the most introspective of the set, although hardly lacking
in vigour. The opening movement seems to exploit the way repetitive gestures can
together make a long-limbed melody, thus giving integrity and consistency to a
piece that could easily have been a collection of disconnected emotive ‘atoms’.
The ensuing fugue begins with a touch of the angular severity so often associated
with the genre, but after a while the component motifs seem to start their own
conversations. All the original theme can do is add punctuation to what could
easily have become a freewheeling free-for-all of the individual figures. This piece
perhaps gives us a glimpse of Handel the improvisor, someone who was always
inspired by what he had just heard, thus extremely spontaneous in approach, but
brought to order by the waymarks of the fugue. The third movement is perhaps
the most elusive: in many ways it sounds like a slow movement from a Corelli trio
sonata (with an added viola part), but it is marked to be played piano, thus making
a sort of covered sound that sounds retrospective, perhaps a memory of the way
things were at the outset of Handel’s career. So here we could have another example of the way music might be made to represent and even generate an emotion,
one of nostalgia and retrospection. The closing movement returns us to a world
of lively conversation between the solo string trio and the full orchestra. Almost
Vivaldian in its presentation of a complete opening ritornello, it begins with a
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sense of order, but this is constantly challenged through repetition, moments
of stasis and also digression. Towards the end we sense that order has finally
returned, but here the violins instigate a final passage of retrospection, as if
commenting on the movement that has just happened and attempting to make
sense of it, as if after the event.

© John Butt, 2018
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Ode for St Cecilia’s Day

1-3 —

Overture

Recitative (tenor)
From harmony, from heav’nly harmony,
This universal frame began.

4

—

Accompagnato (tenor)
When Nature underneath a heap
Of jarring atoms lay,
And could not heave her head,
The tuneful voice was heard from high:
‘Arise! Ye more than dead.’
Then cold and hot, and moist, and dry,
In order to their stations leap,
And music’s pow’r obey.
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Chorus
From harmony, from heav’nly harmony,
This universal frame began,
From harmony to harmony,
Through all the compass of the notes it ran,
The diapason closing full in man.

6

—

—

Aria (soprano)
What passion cannot music raise and quell!
When Jubal struck the chorded shell,
His list’ning brethren stood around,
And wond’ring, on their faces fell,
To worship that celestial sound.
Less than a god they thought
there could not dwell
Within the hollow of that shell,
That spoke so sweetly and so well.
What passion cannot music raise and quell!

7

—
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Aria (tenor) and Chorus
The trumpet’s loud clangour
Excites us to arms,
With shrill notes of anger,
And mortal alarms.
The double, double, double beat
Of the thund’ring drum
Cries: ‘Hark! the foes come;
Charge, charge! ’Tis too late to retreat.’

8

9

—

—

March

Aria (soprano)
The soft complaining flute
In dying notes discovers
The woes of hopeless lovers,
Whose dirge is whisper’d by the warbling lute.

10 —

Aria (tenor)
Sharp violins proclaim
Their jealous pangs, and desperation,
Fury, frantic indignation,
Depths of pain, and height of passion,
For the fair disdainful dame.

11 —

Aria (soprano)
But oh! what art can teach,
What human voice can reach
The sacred organ’s praise?
Notes inspiring holy love,
Notes that wing their heav’nly ways
To join the choirs above.

12 —
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Aria (soprano)
Orpheus could lead the savage race,
And trees, unrooted, left their place,
Sequacious of the lyre.

13 —

Accompagnato (soprano)
But bright Cecilia rais’d the wonder high’r:
When to her organ, vocal breath was giv’n,
An angel heard, and straight appear’d,
Mistaking earth for heav’n.

14 —

Solo (soprano) and Chorus
As from the pow’r of sacred lays
The spheres began to move,
And sung the great Creator’s praise
To all the bless’d above;
So when the last and dreadful hour
This crumbling pageant shall devour,
The trumpet shall be heard on high,
The dead shall live, the living die,
And music shall untune the sky.

15 —

John Dryden (1631–1700)
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Dunedin Consort
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The Dunedin Consort was founded in 1995 and is named after Din
Eidyn, the ancient Celtic name of Edinburgh Castle.
Under the musical direction of John Butt, the ensemble has established itself as the leading Scottish Baroque ensemble, performing regularly at the
nation’s major festivals and in Europe, North and South America and the Middle
East. In addition to performing Baroque and Classical repertoire and researching specific historical performance projects, the ensemble has commissioned
and performed works by numerous contemporary composers, including William
Sweeney, Errollyn Wallen, Peter Nelson and Sally Beamish.
The Dunedin Consort broadcasts frequently on BBC Radio 3 and
BBC Scotland, and its discography includes the original Dublin version of
Handel’s Messiah, which won the 2008 Midem Baroque Award and the 2007
Gramophone Award for Best Baroque Vocal Album; Bach’s Matthew Passion (last
performing version, c. 1742); Acis and Galatea (original Cannons performing
version, 1718), nominated for a Gramophone Award in 2008; Bach’s Mass in B
minor (Breitkopf & Härtel Edition, edited by Joshua Rifkin, 2006); Handel’s first
English oratorio, Esther; Bach’s John Passion (reconstruction of Bach’s Passion
liturgy) which was nominated for a ‘Recording of the Year’ Award in both
14

© David Barbour

Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine; and a successful recording of David
Black’s new edition of Mozart’s Requiem, which won a Gramophone Award and
was nominated for a Grammy Award. Other recordings include Bach’s Violin
Concertos with Dunedin’s leader, Cecilia Bernardini, Bach’s Christmas Oratorio
and Monteverdi’s Vespers 1610.
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John Butt
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director

John Butt is Gardiner Professor of Music at the University of Glasgow
and Director of Edinburgh’s Dunedin Consort. He is also a Principal Artist with the
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment.
As an undergraduate at Cambridge University, he was organ scholar at
King’s College; he completed his PhD in 1987. Following posts at the University of
Aberdeen and Magdalene College Cambridge, he joined the faculty at UC Berkeley
in 1989 as University Organist and Professor of Music. In 1997 he returned to
Cambridge as a University Lecturer and Fellow of King’s College, and in 2001
he took up his current post at Glasgow. His books include Bach Interpretation
(1990), a handbook on Bach’s Mass in B minor (1991), Music Education and the Art
of Performance in the German Baroque (1994), Playing with History (2002) and
Bach’s Dialogue with Modernity (2010). Butt is also editor or joint editor of both
the Cambridge and Oxford Companions to Bach and of the Cambridge History of
Seventeenth-Century Music (2005).
John Butt’s conducting engagements with the Dunedin Consort have
included major Baroque repertory and several commissions. As a guest conductor, his engagements include the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, the Orchestra
of the Eighteenth Century, the Scottish Chamber Orchestra, the BBC National
16

Orchestra of Wales, the Hallé, the Portland Baroque Orchestra, The
English Concer t, the Stavanger Symphony Orchestra and the Irish
Baroque Orchestra, among others. He is also active as a solo organist and
harpsichordist, with eleven recordings on organ, harpsichord and clavichord
released by Harmonia Mundi and two more on Linn.

© David Barbour

In 2003 John Butt was elected to Fellowship of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh and received the Dent Medal of the Royal Musical Association; he was
elected Fellow of the British Academy in 2006. In 2013 he was awarded the medal
of the Royal College of Organists and appointed OBE in the UK New Year’s Honours
list.
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Carolyn Sampson
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soprano

Equally at home on the concert and opera stages, Carolyn Sampson
has enjoyed notable successes in the UK as well as throughout Europe and the US.
On the opera stage her roles have included the title role in Semele and Pamina in
The Magic Flute for the English National Opera, various roles in The Fairy Queen
for the Glyndebourne Festival and Anne Truelove in The Rake’s Progress and
Mélisande in Pelléas et Mélisande both for the Scottish Opera. Internationally
she has appeared at the Opéra National de Paris, Opéra de Lille, Opéra Orchestre
National de Montpellier and Opéra National du Rhin. She also sang the title role
in Psyché for the Boston Early Music Festival.
Sampson’s numerous concert engagements have included regular
appearances at the BBC Proms and with orchestras including the Orchestra of
the Age of Enlightenment, The English Concert, the Hallé, the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, the City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra, the Bergen Philharmonic Orchestra, the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, the Freiburg Baroque Orchestra, the Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra, the WDR Symphony Orchestra Cologne, the Orchestra dell’
Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia, the Rotterdam Philharmonic, the Leipzig
Gewandhaus Orchestra, the Vienna Symphony Orchestra and the Salzburg
Mozarteum Orchestra.
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Sampson has a also featured as a soloist with the San Francisco
Symphony, the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
The Philadelphia Orchestra and the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, and is a
regular guest at the Mostly Mozart Festival. Sampson has worked with conductors such as Sir Mark Elder, Riccardo Chailly, Ivor Bolton, Markus Stenz,
Philippe Herreweghe, Trevor Pinnock, Louis Langrée, Harry Christophers, Andris
Nelsons, Yannick Nézet-Séguin and William Christie. A consummate recitalist, Sampson appears regularly at Wigmore Hall where she was a ‘featured
artist’ in the 2014/15 season. She has given recitals at the Oxford Lieder, Saintes
and Aldeburgh Festivals as well as the Concertgebouw, Oper Frankfurt and Wiener
Konzerthaus.
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Ian Bostridge
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tenor

Ian Bostridge’s international recital career takes him to the foremost
concert halls of Europe, South East Asia and North America, with regular appearances at the Salzburg, Edinburgh, Munich, Vienna, Schwarzenberg and Aldeburgh
festivals. He has had residencies at the Wiener Konzerthaus, Carnegie Hall in
New York, Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, Philharmonie Luxembourg, Barbican
Centre, Wigmore Hall and with the Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra, the first of its
kind. In opera, he has performed Tamino (The Magic Flute), Jupiter (Semele) and
Aschenbach (Death in Venice) at the English National Opera, Quint (The Turn of
the Screw), Don Ottavio (Don Giovanni) and Caliban (The Tempest) for the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden, the title role Jephtha for the Opéra National de
Paris, Don Ottavio at the Wiener Staatsoper, Tom Rakewell (The Rake’s Progress)
at the Bayerische Staatsoper, Munich, and Quint at the Teatro alla Scala, Milan.
Bostridge has worked with the Berlin Philharmonic, the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, the London Symphony Orchestra, the BBC Symphony Orchestra,
the New York Philharmonic, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the Rotterdam
Philharmonic and the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra under Sir Simon Rattle, Sir
Colin Davis, Sir Andrew Davis, Seiji Ozawa, Sir Antonio Pappano, Riccardo Muti,
Mstislav Rostropovich, Daniel Barenboim, Daniel Harding and Donald Runnicles.
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He sang the world premiere of Henze’s Opfergang with the Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia under Antonio Pappano.

© Sim Canetty-Clarke

His many recordings have won numerous major international record
prizes and been nominated for fifteen Grammys. He was awarded a CBE in the
2004 New Year’s Honours list. In 2016, he was awarded the Pol Roger Duff Cooper
Prize for non-fiction writing for his latest book, Schubert’s Winter Journey:
Anatomy of an Obsession.
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The Polish Radio Choir was founded by Jerzy Gert in 1948. For 70 years,
the Choir has been performing both unaccompanied and vocal-instrumental works
that represent various styles and periods, with a particular focus on Polish music.
The Polish Radio Choir can pride itself on premiering works by the most outstanding Polish contemporary composers, including Witold Lutosławski, Henryk
Górecki, Krzysztof Penderecki and Wojciech Kilar, as well as collaborating with
the new generation of Polish artists, including Agata Zubel, Aleksander Kościów,
Paweł Łukaszewski, Andrzej Kwieciński and Szymon Godziemba-Trytek.
The Choir has participated in numerous national and international
festivals such as Wratislavia Cantans, the Ludwig van Beethoven Easter Festival,
the Polish Radio Music Festival, Warsaw Autumn, Poznań Music Spring, the Kraków
Polish Music Festival, the Sacrum Profanum Festival, the International Festival of
Sacred Music ‘Gaude Mater’, the Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival, the Rossini
Opera Festival and the Edinburgh International Festival. The Polish Radio Choir
has been collaborating with the Polish National Radio Symphony Orchestra, the
New Music Orchestra and the Beethoven Academy Orchestra. Maria PiotrowskaBogalecka was appointed Choirmaster in September 2017.
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Maria Piotrowska-Bogalecka
director

Maria Piotrowska-Bogalecka graduated from the Karol Szymanowski
Academy of Music in Katowice (in choral conducting and musical education) and
the Academy of Music in Kraków (postgraduate studies in music theory). She also
studied at Kodály Institute of the Liszt Ferenc Academy of Music, and developed
her conducting skills at courses both in Poland and abroad. She won the first
prize as well as the Edmund Maćkowiak special prize for the best choral rehearsal
technique at the 9th National Competition for Choral Conductors in Poznań.
In 2007, she set up the Contento Core Vocal Ensemble. As its Artistic
Director, she has organized more than 70 concerts, took part in many festivals
and concert cycles, coordinated numerous projects, prepared several world premiere performances, and produced two albums. She is a lecturer at the Choral
Conducting Department of the Academy of Music in Katowice. She also used to
coordinate the KoChAM International Festival of Music Academy Choirs. From 2015
to 2017, she was the Silesia region curator for the national programme ‘Śpiewająca
Polska’ at the National Forum of Music in Wrocław. Since September 2017, she has
been working as Choirmaster for the Polish Radio Choir, and was appointed its
Artistic Director in 2018.
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Dunedin Consort

soprano
Rachel Ambrose Evans
Claire Evans
alto
Rory McCleery
Amy Lyddon
tenor
David Lee
Ashley Turnell
bass
Michael Craddock
Edmund Saddington
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violin 1
Cecilia Bernardini
Sarah Bevan-Baker
Jacek Kurzydło
Alice Evans
Kinga Ujszászi
Barbara Downie
violin 2
Tuomo Suni
Rebecca Livermore
Kristin Deeken
Alice Rickards
Marja Gaynor
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viola
Alfonso Leal del Ojo
Emilia Benjamin
Geoffrey Irwin
cello
Jonathan Manson
Andrew Skidmore
Eric de Wit
Gulrim Choi
double bass
Timothy Amherst
Hannah Turnbull
flute
Katy Bircher

bassoon
Julia Marion
trumpet
Paul Sharp
Simon Munday
timpani
Alan Emslie
theorbo
Dohyo Sol
harpsichord
David Gerrard
organ
Stephen Farr

oboe
Frances Norbury
Laura Alvarado
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Polish Radio Choir

soprano
Bernarda Grembowiec
Barbara Grzybek
Kinga Świerkosz
Katarzyna Wajrak
Katarzyna Wiwer-Monita
alto
Anna Bober
Agnieszka Dynek
Dobromiła Lebiecka
Agnieszka Piwko
Matylda Staśto-Kotuła
tenor
Paweł Fundament
Marek Kaczmarczyk
Krzysztof Piotrowski
Tomasz Świerczek
Jacek Ziobro
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bass
Przemysław Bałka
Kamil Barczewski
Piotr Brajner
Paweł Dachowski
Adam Radnicki

Artistic Director & Choirmaster
Maria Piotrowska-Bogalecka
choir tutor
Agnieszka Ignaszewska-Magiera
linguistic consultation
Martyna Mentel
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Company registered in Scotland, SC361385, Charity No. SC025336.
www.dunedin-consort.org.uk
Tel: +44 131 516 3718
E: info@dunedin-consort.org.uk
Twitter @dunedinconsort
facebook.com/Dunedin
Directors Sir Muir Russell KCB FRSE (Chairman), Cathy Bell, Jo Elliot,
Kirsteen McCue, David McLellan, David Strachan
Music Director John Butt OBE
Management
Alfonso Leal del Ojo (Chief Executive)
Jo Buckley (Head of Artistic Planning and Operations)
Monica Sutcliffe (Individual and Corporate Giving Manager)
Dunedin Consort is generously supported by Creative Scotland
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This album was commissioned by and recorded at the Misteria Paschalia Festival
in Kraków, 2018.
The Misteria Paschalia Festival, a trademark of Kraków as a city of early music,
is one of Europe’s most important events focusing on Renaissance and Baroque
music. It has earned a great reputation thanks to its carefully developed
image, coherent concept and expertly selected programme. It presents a wide
repertoire featuring new projects prepared especially for Misteria Paschalia. The
formula is based on presenting music linked to the Holy Week and Easter, performed by masters and outstanding interpreters of early music. For the last fifteen
years, the festival has been attracting music lovers from across the country, as
well as promoting Kraków as a city hosting cultural events on a global scale.
Resident Artistic Director of the Misteria Paschalia Festival 2018
John Butt
Artistic and Programme Coordination Paweł Szczepanik
Festival Manager Joanna Broniec
Programme Collaboration Robert Piaskowski
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Misteria Paschalia Festival is organized by the City of Kraków and Kraków Festival
Office.

Director of the Kraków Festival Office Izabela Helbin
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Monteverdi: Vespers 1610

CKD 469
Dunedin Consort,
John Butt
J. S. Bach: Magnificat &
Christmas Cantata

CKD 519
Dunedin Consort,
Cecilia Bernardini,
John Butt
J. S. Bach: Violin Concertos

CKR 449
Dunedin Consort,
John Butt
Mozart: Requiem

CKD 499
Dunedin Consort,
John Butt
J. S. Bach: Christmas Oratorio

CKR 430
Dunedin Consort,
John Butt
J. S. Bach:
Six Brandenburg Concertos
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FOR EVEN MORE GREAT MUSIC VISIT
LINNRECORDS.COM
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